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The main purpose of the Mico
Token is to provide its holders 
with access to a fair lottery, 
with more possibilities than 
the traditional lottery and 
carried out on the blockchain, 
with all the advantages that with all the advantages that 
that means. 
The greatest advantage of 
Mico is to reward the loyalty 
of its holders and holders 
through two paths, taking 
the meaning of holding to a 
level never seen before.level never seen before.

Why $MICO?



The first path lies in the 
self-distribution of tokens 
among all Mico holders, 
specifically 5% of each 
transaction, whether it is 
purchase or sale, the more 
Micos you have in your wallet, Micos you have in your wallet, 
the more Micos you will receive 
and your investment will grow 
in an incredible way. 
The second way that Mico has 
is the free lottery distribution 
among its holders, 
to participate you will only to participate you will only 
have to have Micos in your 
wallet (the minimum amount 



will vary depending on the 
market and capitalization 
and will be adjusted so that it 
reaches the maximum number 
of users) and interact with the 
linked publications, with which 
you can have the possibility you can have the possibility 
of winning huge prizes that 
can change your life.
In addition to all this, in the 
future Mico will transfer more 
commonly known mechanisms
in games of chance and 
lottery to the blockchain lottery to the blockchain 
always oriented to give its 
holders the greatest 
advantages.



A mobile app will also be 
incorporated to part of the 
web where you can access 
a simple way to your total 
Micos balance, the profits 
obtained, automatic access 
to lotteries and games as well to lotteries and games as well 
as the latest news and 
promotions of the platform.
MICO has come to 
revolutionize the blockchain 
with a pioneering project 
that will become the 
benchmark for gambling benchmark for gambling 
and lottery in the crypto world.



The Mico token has been 
managed to facilitate the 
entire process of improvement, 
growth and distribution of 
prizes possible, thus remaining 
as follows:

50% of the supply has been 50% of the supply has been 
burned, to facilitate the growth 
of the token and that the 
supply does not supose a 
problem.
In addition to this burning, 
a percentage of the 
transactions will burn, transactions will burn, 
the percentage will range 
between 0.5% and 1% 
depending on various factors.



5% of the supply has been 
transferred to the following 
wallet: 0x23A7d1683caDBd95b0A5C9fD3618cF635Fd34CA9
whose purpose is to supply 
the necessary marketing 
expenses.
3% of the supply has been 3% of the supply has been 
transferred to the following 
wallet: 0xbDB8659cebBE7f99BeEF2bE26303aD5161166bD9
 whose purpose is to distribute 
it as lottery prizes, especially 
in the first months of Mico.
1% of the supply has been sent 
to two wallets the total being to two wallets the total being 
2% for Mico devs.



In addition to all this, there is a 
10% commission on transactions
that is divided into a 5% 
automatic distribution for all 
holders and the remaining 5% 
as commission to supply more 
marketing expenses, marketing expenses, 
equipment and lottery and 
burn distributions. 
The percentages will fluctuate 
based on the needs of the 
project at all times, since 
sometimes it will be necessary 
more marketing budget more marketing budget 
and in others distribute 
more lottery.
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The Mico team wants to give 
all its investors the greatest 
possible transparency and 
make all movements clear 
from the beginning.
Thank you all for trusting in 
Mico and embarking with us Mico and embarking with us 
in this great adventure


